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HEXIS
SELF-ADHESIVE FILM MANUFACTURER
FOR OVER 25 YEARS
We are delighted to be launching a new generation car body 
protection fi lm.

The new BodyFence range has been developed by HEXIS R&D based 
on cutting-edge technology and will protect your vehicle against 
external aggressions:

- Scratches
- Stone chips
- Abrasion
- UV rays

 
In addition, the fi lm facilitates cleaning by preventing dirt from adhering 
to the paint. It will keep your vehicle… 

…Forever Young!

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

POLYURETHANE 
FILM 150 MICRONS PET LINER
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SELF-HEALING
Should your paint become scratched, the BodyFence protective film will 
regenerate with the help of heat from the sun or hot water. 
Scratches appear on the car body when using automatic mechanical car 
wash brushes, when rubbing against bushes on road sides, during everyday 
use or due to an act of vandalism.   
All these scratches will disappear from the surface of the protective 
BodyFence film thanks to the heat of the sun or just rinsing with hot water. 
Your original paint is preserved … Forever Young!

ULTRA CLEAR
The BodyFence protective film is a highly transparent film developed to 
protect the vehicle without altering its appearance. 

CHIPPING-RESISTANT
There are a million causes of paint damage from stones and gravel to road 
debris.
Resist the impact from these every day road hazards with BodyFence.

EASY APPLICATION
Due to its technical properties and performances, this film offers easy 
application with no creases and no traces. 

The BodyFence Plus
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CONFORMABILITY
Today, the time required to apply self-adhesive films is one of the key factors 
of a company’s profitability. That is why HEXIS have developed an easy-
to-apply film.  Thanks to the new BodyFence, you will save 30 % on the 
application time, due to its high conformability and ease of application. 

DURABILITY
The HEXIS BodyFence will preserve the original shine of your paint thanks to 
a reinforced UV protection.
The HEXIS BodyFence is guaranteed for 7 years against:
 
 Yellowing
 Cracking

SELF-CLEANING
The BodyFence protective film contains an anti-adhesion component. Thus, 
dust and dirt will adhere much less to the car body. 
Cleaning will be less frequent and significantly easier. 
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Why use the BodyFence fi lm?

TO PROTECT YOUR PAINT

FOREVER YOUNG

In accordance with new legal requirements, car manufacturers are obliged to use water-based paints to better 
preserve the environment. 
These paints are less resistant on the surface to scratches or impacts. 
The BodyFence paint protection fi lm has been developed by HEXIS for long-term protection.

Thanks to its anti-shock, self-healing and self-cleaning 
properties,  the BodyFence protective fi lm offers perfect 
protection.



This training course helps mastering the application method of our new generation transparent BodyFence paint 
protection fi lm.

This 150 micron polyurethane fi lm has been developed by HEXIS R&D based on cutting-edge technology and will 
protect your vehicle against daily external aggressions (durability: 7 years).

This training course, recommended by our professionals, will help you achieve the best possible results for your projects.

Who better than HEXIS can train you on BodyFence application?

Targeted audience: any level
Maximum number of participants: 4 per session
Duration: 1 day or 2 days

CENTRE
Training
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